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Precious.old linens,are 
safely restored to beauty 

by Clorox ! 

I 

F O R E W O R D  A C K N O W L E D G M E N T S  

D i a n n e  H. Pilgrim, Director 

AS the  National M u s e u m  of  Design, Cooper-Hewitt 1 Several shong women stand behind this project. 

explores how design affects every aspect of  o u r  daily lives My mother. Mary Jane Lupton, taught me to be a feminist 

by encouraging people to think in  new ways about the  
creation a n d  consequences of  the  built environment. 
O n e  area for study i s  the  uses people m a k e  of  designed 

and fullness ofher own. Dianne H. Pilgrim contributed objects, f rom their practical function to their role in  
enormously to the study of design with the 1986 exhibition crafting cultural identities and hierarchies. 

I 
and book 7 h c  Machine Agc in Amcricn; I thank her for 

This publication and t h e  exhibition that it  accompanies. supporting my work at Cooper-Hewitt, National Museum 
Mechanical Brides: Women and Mnchinesfrom Home to of Design, Smithsonian Institution. 
Oj'ia, looks at t h e  central place of  laundry equipment. 
telephones, and typewriters in  the  cultural differences I Other friends and family members have helped me 

between women a n d  m e n  in American life. Assumptions through this project, including J.  Abbon Miller. Julia 

about the aspirations a n d  responsibilities o f w o m e n  are Reinhard Lupton, Kenneth Baldwin. William and Shirley 

reflected and reinforced by the  ways these machines have Lupton. Kenneth Reinhard, and lennifer Tobias. 

been designed, marketed, used, a n d  imagined in  the  1 
This project depended on the creativity and stamina of 

twentieth century. Mechanical Brides looks a t  t h e  gender Sheri Sandler, who located, documented, and selected the 
significance o f  seemingly neutral things by viewing t h e m  thre~dimensional artifacts featured in the exhibition. 1 g q ~  Courtesy Hamilton Beach/ 
f rom the  perspective of  female consumers  a n d  users. I As editorial advisors, Nancy Aakre, Maud hvin ,  and Proctor-Silex, Inc. 

Cooper-Hewitt, National M u s e u m  of  Design, is indebted Susan Yelavich kept the texts of the book and exhibition 

to the NYNEX family ofcompanies  for their generous f m s e d  and direct. Hall Smyth worked on the book's Colleagues from other Smithsonian bureaus and outside 

support of  this project, a n d  for their collaboration in  design and production, and Alisa Grifo managed film and institutions have offered valuable help, including Kimberly 

designing the  interactive telephone installations featured \ photography research for the book and exhibition. John Barta, Cathy Brawer, Gordon Christmas, Zahava Doering, 

in  the  exhibition. W e  also thank Smithsonian Fell. Betsy Roxby. Laurene Leon, and Constantin Boym Estelle Ellis, Stuart Ewen. Helen Federico, John Fleckner. 

Institution's Special Exhibition Fund for its generous directed the design and installation of the exhibition. Mark Ian Gordon. Robert Hardie, Claudia Kidwell. Kevin hppert. 

grant. Additional suppport was provided by Helen H u n t  ! Avnet and Sharleen Smith worked with NYNEX Science Susan Grant Lewin. Elizabeth Marcus, Frances McDonald. 

and T h e  Sister Fund,  a n d  by Margaret S c h i n k  I thank and Technology to design the interactive phone Chee Pearlman. Rodris Roth. Fath Ruflins, Barbara 

Sheri Sandler for her  passionate belief that this project installations. Deirdre Scon directed the oral history project. Schneider. Elliot Sivowitch. Claudia Stagg. Carlene Stevens. 

shou[d be  funded in  part by feminists who are committed Dorothy Dunn, Keny Macintosh, Egle Zygas, and h u r i e  Sally Stein, Catherine Hoover Voorsanger, Kay Youngflesh. 

t o  the empowerment o f w o m e n  at a grass roots level. P McGavin Bachmann orcheshated ambitious educational Hillary Weiss, and Geraldine Wu. 
programs. Cathleen Campbell produced the laundry video. 

In May rgg?. Ellen Lupton accepted the  newly created Laura James led the development campaign. Crucial Lenders to the exhibition include Linda Bower/Telephen- 

position of  Curator of  Contemporary Design. During her  advocacy and useful were provided a t  project,s omenal, Marjorie Chester. Vincent Cracchiolo. Hobart van 

short tenure s h e  has  already contributed significantly earliest stages by Andrew Pekarik. Deusen, Charles Diehl. Frogdesign. Marilyn Gabor/ 

to the mission of  the Museum.  Mechunical Brides: Women Modeme Antiques. Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Gapa, Joseph 
Many other colleagues at Cooper-Hewin contributed ideas Holtzman, Marshall Johnson. Carole Krohn. H. L. Kupper. 
and energy, including James Ellion Benjamin. Daniel Billy. John Lefever, Paul Lippman. Kate Loye. Larry Salomon. 

$ Bridget Calzarena. David Can. Gail Davidson. Nicholas Barbara Owen-Smithen. Richard Prelinger. Andy Rooney. 

ideas, both verbally a n d  graphically, with clarity and Dileo, Florence Duhl, Linda Dunne. Hank Edelman. lacqueline Ruhl, Seiko Telecommunicationr Systems. Inc.. 

insight. I thank Ellen for looking a t  design a n d  its Russell Flinchum. Laura Ford, Dorothy Globus. Man Alex S h e a r m e  Nostalgia Brokers. Wesley Smith, Ronald 

relationship to society i n  a fresh a n d  innovative way. f 
Hahn, Peter Hildebrand, Florence Lewis, Gwen LoefAer. Schaffer. Donald Sutherland, Harvey Stuart/'& Fone- 
David Revere McFadden, Christine McKee, Christine booth, Tom Stiyer. Peter Tytell. Gerhard Winkler, and 
Moctezuma, Caroline Mortimer, Gillian Moss, Margie Donald Wilkes. Corporate collections were made available 
Neuhaus. Brad Nugent, Phoebe Prentice, John Richardson. to us by Hamilton Beach/Proctor-Silex. Inc.. Maytag Co.. 

I Belynda Roebuck, Sarane Ross, Brent Rumage. Danielle and AT&T Archives. The American Advertising Museum. 
Schwartz. Raul Senano. Camille She. Deborah Shinn, Jim the Chinatown History Museum, the National Museum 
Stubenrauch. Marilyn Symmes. Rachel Switzky. Stephen of American History, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and 
Van Dyk, Joanne Warner, Mathew Weaver. Leonard the Maidenform Museum also participated as lenders to 

i Webers. Ellisa Whitely, and Alex Zane. the exhibition. E. L. 

5 

7his 1948 CIomxad compares 
housekeeping to the work performed 

in a museum; both involve the 

loving care of objects. 
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Is your assurance of a Perf 
EVERY TIME ! 

Until recently, the ideal of the white, middle-class family 
promoted by most advertising consisted of stay-at-home mothers 
and employed fathers. Despite this mythic image, however. 
economic necessity and personal ambition have brought women 
steadily into the work force over the past two centuries. In the late 
18oos, keyboards, switchboards, and,telephones became cenkal 
to new urban, female-identified jobi. This movement of women 
into employment has been rnarkedxy the conflict between their 
domestic obligations and desires, and their opporhmities and 
expectations as wage-eamers.3 Some employers and unions have 
capitalized on this conflict by invoking the ideal of domesticity 
to discourage women from competing with men for wages and 
to characterize their work as temporary and nonessential. The 
domestic ideal also has functioned to define women as naturally 
suited to jobs involving neatness, courtesy. and personal service-; 

.- 4 

ABOVE Marshall Accompanying women's dramatic entry into the work force in the 
aref iomj .  Gordon Lippinwtt's teenth century. By the 188os, many urban and suburban families McLuhan's 1951 1950s and 1960s was a growing awareness among women of 
1947 book Design for Business. were buying factory-produced dothing, food, furniture, house- essay "The Mechan- how the home shapes female identity. Betty Friedan fueled the 
n e  authorjuxtaposed these discor- wares, and other goods that once had been made at home.bhiie ical Bride"dissects postwar revival of feminism with the publication of her 1963 
dant images to invoke the vast men commonly left the house to work for wages, their wives an adfornockings. book The Feminine ~ ~ s t i ~ u e . ~  Friedan studied the media culture 
range of the designer's vision, which became responsible for buying, using, deaning, and maintaining For McLuhan, the of housework, locating in domestic advertisements and magazine 
encompasses everything ?om consumer goodg~dvertising made women its primary object disembodied legs features a powerful ideology that limits the ambitions of middle- 
lipsticks to locomotives." Ultimately, of address, as did modem industrial design, which emerged out in the ad are as dass housewives. Friedan's book draws on the personal archives 
the emphan's in Lippincott'; text ofthe advertising business in the late 1920s.' standardized as the of consumer researcher Emst Dichter, who used emotional 
falls on productsfor the intimate From the 1930s through the r95os, industrial designers applied parts of a machine. appeals to sell appliances and other goods to women. 
world ofthefemale consumer, not the aerodynamic styling ofkains and planes to home appliances, 
the masculine realm of heavy office machines, and other immobile objects, transforming them Friedan's feminist critique of consumer culture was part of a broader critical look 

into emotionally appealing commodities. By concealing the at the aesthetic and psychological power of commercial media. Marshall McLuhan's 

ABOVE RIGHT Domestic love is moving parts of machines inside smooth skins, designers made 1951 book The Mechanical Bride: Folklore of Industrial M a n  indudes an essay about 

reflected on the sufacc of a Cofle- appliances easier to dean by female users, who have served as depictions of the female body as a machine-like aggregate of detachable, interchange- 

masier automatic coflee maker, the chief custodians of modem standards of hygiene. 1. Gordon able parts, a pattern McLuhan found in the croppings and juxtapositions of photo- 

1950. Sunbeam Corporation. Lippincott, one of the pioneers of the industrial design profession, graphs in journalism and advertising. His phrase mechanical bride recalls the Dada and 

claimed in 1947 that since 90  percent of consumers were women, 
Surrealist fascination with sex and technology. Marcel Duchamp, Man Ray, and other 

male designers and manufacturers must learn to speak to them.2 
avant-garde artists had seen eroticism and destruction-not just rationality-in 
machines; McLuhan recognized a similar impulse in everyday media.5 

"If hard-headed business men [could] build up ... the cosmetic industry 
in a few years, and do it on sheer emotional appeal to the American "Marriage today is not only the culmination of a romantic attachment ... 
woman, there is no reason why such common everyday objects as it is also a decision to create a partnership in establishing a comfort- 
alarm clocks, prefabricated homes, hair curlers, and helicopters should able home, equipped with a great number of desirable products ...." 
not be sold on the same basis." J. Gordon tippincon. Dcsignfor Busimr, 1947. Ernst Dichter, quoted in Betty Friedan, Ihc Fcmininc Myrriqrrc, 19153. 

9 



By looking seriously at popular media, Betty Friedan and Marshall ABOVE The Dirt  Devil 

McLuhan studied their own society in the way anthropologists examine vacuum cleaner 1s a 

foreign cultures. They set precedents for the field now called cultural contemporary 'j%tish." 

studies, which examines the relationship behveen artifacts-from The machine's subtly 

consumer goods to city plans-and their social contea.6 While history anthropomorphic shape 

traditionally focuses on written documents, and art history values rare and distinctive red hue, as 

and precious objects, cultural studies turns to the material remnants of well as i tsaplicit ly 

style, technique). Instead, meaning emerges through social practices, a "personality," adding 

including an object's representation in various media, its connection to value beyond its u t i l i t a k n  

shared customs, and its significance to the people who own or operate it. function. 

, .. .., 
r,,sn,,;y;;bp$!,::'"" bbb b b b b b b b  > - '" Y' 

- " 8  

Max  assigned a feminine personality to the commodity fetish- \ 

Advertising and deslgn serve to amplify the value of useful 
thmgs, transfomung functional tools into appealing commodities 

1 that promise to satisfy emotional as well as matenal needs. 
The Eureka vacuum cleaner advertised ABOVE RIGHT claims not 
only to sweep the rug, but to give lts user all her "heart desires." 
Scholars of religon tradlhonally have used the wordfetrsh to 
describe objects that sociehes lnvest \nth the magical abllity to 
control the forces of nature. The witch's broom, a fetish from 

by describing the alluring,extra-functional features of the 
consumer product as "amorous dances" that solicit the inner - 
hopes and passions of the buyer. Freud used the wordfetish' to 
name an inanimate thing or an isolated body part that becomes 
a substitute for a forbidden sexual object. A foot or a shoe, a hand 
or a handbag-each can become the target of desire, invested ,r 

._. ,* with intense emotional ~ i ~ n i f i c a n c e . ~  

The fetish, whether sexual, economic, or both, is an object that 
acquires magical functions. Advertising and design have com- 
pared machines to living things by picturing them as extensions, 
substitutes, metaphors,or er&c mates for the human body. 

C ~ o m e n ,  in their roles as consumers and workers, have been wed 
to technology3 eanwhile, the design and promotion of machines 
have borrowG$hysical and emotional attributes from women, 
making domestic appliances and office equipment into glam- 
orous but hard-working brides themselves. 

"I only had one dream where she [my mother] was 
naked .... She was vacuuming. It wasn't sexual. It was 
about cleanline~s." Nicolas Cage in Honeymoon in vcgas, 1992. 

everyday life. For cultural studies, objects do not have a stable meaning, f p r a t i v e  namc and logo, 

decreed by their makers and frozen in their formal structure (materials, animute the machine with 

European folklore. is a cleaning tool employed for magical 
purposes; the witch is a dangerously bad housekeeper, a single 

brand name such as-the ~ o o v e r  Company's logo can raise the 
value of an appliance, regardless of its functional difference from 

10 

Technology also is fetishized when it is viewed as an independent, 
autonomously developing organism, capable of altering society 
by itself and evolving into steadily improving forms.@l techno- 
logies, from the washing machine to the atom bomb, are invented 

woman with cobwebs in eve6 comer. Karl Marx borrowed the and used by human - ~ beings; they often are used by one group at 

wordfetish to characterize the cult object of capitalism: the 

Ill1 commodity? In a consumer economy, objects are manufactured 
primarily to be sold, and only secondarily to satisfy a human 
need. The object becomes a fetish as its functional aspects give 
way to psychological incentives. The inanimate object speaks 
through advertising, packaging, styling, and brand name 
recognition. The corporate personality invoked by a familiar 

other brands. #TfL,q\? 

"Since buying is only the climax of a complicated rela- 
tionship, based to a large extent on the woman's yearn- 
ing to know how to be a more attractive woman, 
a better housewife, a superior mother, etc., use this 
motivation in all your promotion and advertising ...." 
Ernst Dichter, quoted in B e g  Friedan, 7hc Fcmininc Mystiquc, 1gG3. 

:,: the expense of anotherJThe mvth of an inexorable technoloelcal 

"! perspechve, one must look at the soaal framework in whlch 

, 
keeps house while his wfegoes to 

work as a n  ad executive. Keaton 

battles with hostile opplianus- 

, including a runaway vacuum 

ckunerpossessed with a will of its 

own-before becoming the perfect 

househusband. Thefi lm ends up 

ab'irming the domestic norm; rather 
than share housework, the couple 

neatly reverses roles. 



'What is domesticated woman? ... 
She only becomes a domestic, 
a wife, a chattel, a playboy bunny, 
a prostitute, or a human dictaphone 
in certain [social] relationships. 
Torn from those relationships, she is 
no more the helpmate of man than RCAVictorportables ... and back i t  up 
gold itself is money ...." put on a bealrtrful f rom reliable solid copper crrcuits 

Gayle Rubln. "The Traffic In Women," 1975 

A person articulates herself asfemale  in part through the material 
objects and images that frame her daily activities. "Gender" is 
the set of behavioral norms and expectations that members of a 
given society attribute to the physical differences between women 
and men. In the words of anthropologist Gayle Rubin, who has 
analysed the difference between biological "sex" and cultural 
"gender," the making of a woman is a social process.9 Feminist 
studies of design and technology look at products, buildings, 
cities, and media in relation to women users. Although the built 
environment is designed largely by men, much of it is 
constructed with female consumers in mind; design thus 
contributes to the "making" of modem women.Io 

The following pages offer brief biographies of key objects from ABOVE The RCA nd, lgGG, compares 

the history of industrial design, including the washing machine, a television set to a woman-40th 

telephone, and typewriter--objects that are central to the hove lovely faces and sturdy, depend- 

representation and practice of "women's work." The voices of able backsides; courtesy General 

these inanimate things can be found in media images that Electric. The Timew ad, ~gGg, invites 

suggest how they have been marketed, used, and imagined. husbands to electrih their wives with 

ABOVE A woman embraas her 
silicone-covered ironing board. 
Magla Products, 1gjG. 
LEFT A young couple looks out 
from a TV set at a landscape of 
appliances. General American 
Transportation Corporation, 1957. 

a $50 watch. 

LEFT Drawing on the convention of 
anthropomorphic consumer products, 
Laurene Leon designed protovpes I 

in  1992 for afemily of kitchen appli- 
ances based on charadersfrom the 
Wizard of 01. Shown here are the 
Tin Man wffa maker, the Scarecrow 
crockpot, and the Cowardly Lion ten 

I 

12 '3 

- .- 
Lady, you'll just love nameless electric clothes dtying around Mom as she emblazons her - (almon this much) 

7-... I~..I~11.""..1..3L-..I*.. 
",.&...d.,'.,,.",'.,"."- ..-". @ 

washing machine with a heart. Edison 
,".-.z*k."t'&. A...~ ..-, ..-,..-,.- . .*,-, ".",,"...*l"-ll.l~..ld,-.~ 
l.ll...kl*.~,O".-'.... ,..l.,."..U 

Electric Institute. 1966. 
-.-*,. .,-- -.h~."A.".-kd" ---- 
YOU UYE BETTER ELECTRICILLY ?E=-F.? .-- --.-, - ..-.- --.--. 





Industrialization took many production 
05 activities out ofthe hands of families in the 

nineteenth century, from the growing and 
preservinp. of food to the manufacture of textiles 

1 and clothing. commercial laundries were 
founded in the 1830s to serve bachelors in gold 
mininp. towns and seaports. Some ofthe 

, 
technical innovations ;hat later would be applied 

,a to domestic washing machines were first 
developed for commercial laundries. Employed 
initially for the care of men's shirts, suits, and 
collars, centralized steam laundries increasingly I were used for "familv washes" after the 1800s. / .  

a practice that grew steadily through the ~ g z o s ,  
when the commercial laundry business reached 
its height. Various services were available, from 
complete washing and ironing to deliveries of 
damp articles to be "finished" at home. By 1900 
families from nearly all economic groups in 
urban areas had some portion of their laundry 
done by industrial services or by hired 1 wa~herwomen.~ 

I The use of commerual laundry semces was a contested issue 
at the turn of the century. Although some domesbc wnters 
warned against contaminahon from other people's laundry, 1 i 
members of the progresslve home economics movement, I , , - I ;  
founded in the 1890s, tended to favor the practice of removlng 
laundry work from the home and placing it in professionally 

TOP LEFT Commercial laundries 
were a major source of employment 
for Africnn-American women 
during the 192os, when the industry 
was at itspeak. Photo, 1928, 
Museum ofthe City of New York, 
Byron Collection. 

M I D D L E  LEFT Beginning in the 
188os, Chinese-Ame~icnns operated 
"hand laundries," which competed 
with larger steam establishments. 
Laundry remains an imporiant 
business for Chinese and other 
Adans living in American cities. 
Photo, "Wet Wash," by Paul 
Calhoun, 1981. Chinatown History 
Museum. New York. 

BOTTOM LEFT This ad forthe 
Hoover Company, which ran in 
Ebony in 1967, promotes the 
individually owned washing 
machine as the mos! dign$ed 
vehiclefor doing the family's wash. 

TOP RIGHT Thepostrvar Zleaning 
woman," who worksfor several 
families on a live.out basis, camed 
fonvard thepreccdcnt ofthe 

The commercial laundry business, damaged 
by the Depression, regained strength briefly 
after World War I1 and then weakened in the 
I ~ S O S ,  when appliance ownership became 
the standard to which most Americans 
aspired. Historian Ruth Schwartz Cowan 
attributes the retreat of laundry back into the 
home to America's commitment to private 
property and private family life; economist 
Juliet B. Schor credits it to the low value 
placed on women's leisure--since the eco- 
nomic worth of a housewife's time wically 
is unacknowledged, owning home machines 
is judged as a savings.5 

In addition to commercial laundries, women working for hire 
offered an alternative at the turn of the century to families doing 
their own wash. In the southern states, laundresses (mostly 
African-American) were employed by all but the poorest urban 
white families, and by many black families as wellG Although 
laundry was exhausting, numerous women preferred it to 
working as live-in maids because it enabled them to set their own 
hours and maintain their own homes and families. With the black 
migration to the North though the ~ g j o s ,  the practice of "live- 
out," part-time domestic service broadened. Although the demand 
for laundresses fell with the rise of both commercial laundries 
and mechanical washers, the laundress was the prototype for the 
postwar "cleaning woman," a domestic worker employed by 
several families. Because housework has low social and economic 

ntinues to be relegated to women and minorities. 
Whether performed by an unpaid housewife or by a cleaning 
woman working without benefits, housework is an invisible, 
underground economy. 

Ill l 
. . .  

operated facilities ulth regulated prices, wages, and worlang laundress work~ngfor h~re. Photo, value, it co 

The marketing of effective home washing machines in the 1920s 
posed a serious challenge to the flourishing laundry business. 1 
Coin-operated "laundromats," opening in the late 1930% served 
as a transition between the commercial laundry and the home 

il 

1977, Library of Congress, U.S. 
News World Report Collection. 

"I worked for a woman, her husband's a judge. I cleaned the whole house. 
When it was time for me to go home, she decided she wants some ironing. 
She goes in the basement, she turns on the air conditioner. She said, 
'I think you can go down in the basement and finish your day out. It's air 
conditioned ' I said 'I don't care what voi~ pot down there I'm not ironing - - - - -- - - - - - - -. . - -. - , . -. . . . - -. - . . -. , . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . , - . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - 

washing machine by teaching women to use equipment that you look at that slip, it S ~ V C  rlesn;nl nnn't a s ~ r  nn ;mn;nz " 
would be affordable to middle-class families after World War 11. 

ta--2-u-~--. '-..----A..---L-., 

'7" L'LY ..". . Y V . .  L dY, "V "V"". ' 

rvra881c .ulLr.ra, rvLlr.rL uuAr.ralrL fforker, intcrviewed by Shids Terkel in Working, 1975, 



holds.g~Arlie Hochschild closely observed a group of double- 
income families across the period from 1980 to 1988; she found ABOVE This imagefrom a lgGG 
that employed women still were doing most of the housework, Bayer aspirin ad acknowkdges that 
a burden assumed during the "second shift" following the day of ironing and child care involve 
paid labor. Added to the wage gap between women and men in annoyance as well aspkasure. 
the work pcce is the "leisure gap" at home.Io 

-' It's Wonderful ! $ 
-ho$my BENDIXdoes all the 

Advertisers promised women new leisure time 
by endowing appliances with the magical 
power to do "all the work" of housekeeping- 
the machine poses as an electric servant or a 
substitute self with a mechanical body and 
brain. Ad campaigns for Bendix in the 1940s 
promoted the machine's ability to free women 
for leisure activities, such as shopping, enter- 
taining, or relaxing. Bendix washing machines 
were installed as part of the purchase price of 
homes in Levittown and other postwar 
suburban developments, which are located away 
from centralized services. 

While automatic laundry equipment simplified 
one of the most arduous tasks of housekeeping, 
it by no means eliminated human effort 
altogether. Some person still has to gather and 
sort, load and unload, iron and fold the wash. 
Furthermore, what appears at first glance to 
be female leisure is often another form of care- 
giving, from tending children to sewing 
breakfast. 

"For a hundred dollars down we 
could move into a house [in Levittown] 
that had venetian blinds, a washing 
machine, a refrigerator .... The house 
was surrounded by a lake of mud. 
But I was thrilled-it was a very exciting 
thing to have a house of your own. 
You got a beautiful stainless steel sink 
with two drains, cabinets, drawers, a 
three-burner General Electric stove with 
oven, a Bendix washing machine. 
The only thing I had to buy ... was a 
fluorescent tube over the lutchen sink- 
the fixture was even there." 
Cele Roberts, i n t e ~ e w e d  about her 1949 move to 
Levinown by Brett Harvey in The F$ier: A \Vomm'r 
Oral Hirlory, rgg). 

ABOVE L E F ~ A N D  RIGHT Ads for Bendix automatic 
washers, 1946 and 1947, celebrate the leisure made 
~ossible by new technology. Courtesy of Allied Signal, 
fornlerly the Bendix Corporation. 



L E ~  "Mexicun woman 
washing clorhcs." Photo 
by Russell Lce. 1939, 
Sun Antonio, Texas. FSA, 
Library of Congress. 

BELOW "Farm security 
administration frailer camp 

Maytag introduced the Model 80 washer in 1922 
(ABOVE LEFT). Its cast aluminum tub was 
squared-off rather than round, and the wringer 
was positioned dose to the tub to minimize the 
lifting of heavy, wet garments. Aluminum 
Maytags in the early 1930s were known popularly 
as "gray ghosts," named for their distinctive 
color. In a series of models introduced in 1936. 
the mechanical parts were enveloped in a white, 
porcelain-enameled shell. The "Master" was 
designed by Harold van Doren Associates in 
1939 (CENTER) ;  the "Commander" was intro- 
duced in 1940 (RIGHT). This approach to styling, 

equipment utilize whatever facilities they do plumbed had to be filled and drained by hand. called streamlining, was applied to many 
have, from the kitchen sink to the bathtub. Early models resembled motorized washtubs machines from the 1930s through the ~gsos.  
The deaning action employed in hand washing standing on legs: designers after the mid 1930s 4 Streamlining made the washer easier to clean 
isfiction: wet fabric is rubbed against itself began rationalizing the machine, hiding the while diminishing its mechanical identity. In 
or against a ribbed washboard. Many of the motor behind a metal skirt (Thor, 1936. ABOVE Van Doren's words, "Four years of development, 
nearly two thousand U.S. patents for washing LEFT) or integrating the legs with the enameled v combining efforts of appearance designers with 

, machines filed during the nineteenth century body and encasing the wringer in a smooth Maytag experimental engineers, were needed. 
imitate the rubbing action of hand laundry with shell (Speed Queen, 1948, ABOVE RIGHT). Greater capacity, safer operation, and conceal- 
mechanical "dollies" that pound the fabric." ment of unsightly mechanisms are features."12 

20 



The Bendix automatic washing 
machine ABOVE was available 
as early as 1938, and was 
w~dely promoted in the late 
1940s. The mach~ne fills and 
drams automatlcally; ~t 1s 

I// equpped ulth a perforated 
Inner dmm that "sp~ns dry" 
the fabr~c between cydes. 
While the cub~c box around 
the cyl~ndrical dmm conceals 
the mechan~cal aspects of the 

I 

I apphance, the glass w~ndow 
reveals the machine's 
tumbl~ng action, enabltng the 

I user to watch ~t work '3 

The Duomatic was another 
Bendix innovation. As 
advertised ABOVE in Ebony in 
1954, the Duomatic is a 
combined automatic washer 
and dryer. Like other front- 
loading washers, the machine 
has no central agitator, but 
works by the 'tumble action" 
of a revolving inner cylinder. 
The same action is used to dry 
the garments after the tub has 
been emptied. A 1953 trade 
article heralded the two-in-one 
concept of the Duomatic as 
"the key to future product- 
design thinking for small 
hornes."I4 Despite its efficient 
use of space and materials. 
however, the combined 
washer-dryer failed to become 
a household norm. 

While most automatic washers 
load from either the top 
or the side, Westinghouse's 
"Laundromat," advertised 
ABOVE in 1948, has a slanted 
front, merging the two 
dominant types. 

ABOVE ?he principle of agitation is 
explained in this 1950 dingram. 
?his agitator moves up and down as 
well as back andforth, providing 
Yive water action." ?he Frigidaire 
Company. 

By the end of the rg5os, the top-loading auto- 
matic washing machine, consisting of a cylin- 
drical dmm endosed in a refrigerator-style 
box, had become the most common type, as it 
remains today. The form of the typical postwar 
washer continues the language of the modern 
kitchen, with its continuous banks of modular 
work surfaces, appliances, and cabinets. 
Although numerous home decorating artides 
from the 1930s onward have advocated separate 
laundry rooms, many of them acknowledge that 
households tend to tuck washing machines into 
multi-use spaces, such as basements, kitchens, 
bathrooms, utility rooms, or hallways.'5 

ABOVE Dashboards of square buttons replaced round 
knobs in the 1950s and early 1960s. Design historian 
?hornas Hine has described the period as the age ofthe 
push button in appliance design. Maytag, lgGo. 

The chief design variations among machines 
from the 1950s and 1gGos are found in color, 
control panels, and special features such as 
softener dispensers and inner baskets for 
delicates. The hallmark colors of the 1950s were 
pink, turquoise, and sunshine yellow, the late 
1gGos heralded the 'organic" palette of copper, 
avocado, and harvest gold. Advertised ABOVE 

RIGHT is the Whirlpool Corporation's 1969 
avocado dryer with wood-grained paneling, 
whose timer turns the dryer back on when the 
machine is not attended. The decorator hues 
of the 1950s and ~gGos  accelerated product 
obsolescence by encouraging families to 
redesign their kitchens around new appliances. 
Today, the most popular washer colors are 
neutral white and almond. Key design concerns 
since the 1970s have induded energy- and 
water-efficiency and reduced sizes for apart- 
ments and for small households. Stacked 
washer-and-dryer 'twins" were marketed as 
early as 1958, but only recently have become 
a popular type.IG 



The use of heat and pressure to flatten fabric The price of the traditional sad iron depended 
dates back at least to the Renaissance. The on its weight-i.e., the amount of material it 
nineteenth-century "sad iron," consisting of a was physically made of. In the I ~ ~ O S ,  manu- 
prow-shaped soleplate with a handle attached, facturers began to employ styling to distinguish 

a was designed to be heated on a coal or wood competing irons from one another; qualities 1 2 stove. Mary Florence Pons improved on the sad such as visual appeal, comfort to the hand. and 
2 iron in 1871 by designing a detachable wooden placement of controls joined technical features 

handle. The "Mrs. Potts' iron," BELOW LEFT, such as steam and adjustable thermostats in 

i enabled its user to heat several soleplates enhancing the value of irons. The replacement 

I simultaneously, while the handle remains cool. of lathe-turned wooden handles with cast 
Although an electric iron was patented in 1882, phenolic resin (known by the trade name 
it was not a viable home appliance before 1904. Bakelite) spawned exuberant design variations. 
Early electric irons such as the 1924 Sunbeam The curved, streamlined styling of the iron TOP 

BELOW RIGHT are closely linked to the LEFT has a primarily decorative function, while 
traditional sad iron. The red iron ABOVE, from the handles of the two irons ABOVE RIGHT 

the Ig30S, replaces the heaviness of solid metal attempt to conform to the user's grasp. The 
with the heaviness of solid glass.17 Steam-0-Matic, ~ o r r o ~  RIGHT, manufactured 

in the late I ~ ~ O S ,  employs aluminum for its 
lightness, signalling the shift toward irons that 

handle with the metal body, the curves of one 
flowing into the other. 

rely on steam rather than weight. The Steam- 
0-Matic's d e s i ~ n  attempts to meld the plastic 
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White Cross, c. lgjG 
Courtesy Carole Krohn 

Open handled iron, 1930s 
Courtesy Kate Loye 

Steam-O.Matic, c. 1939 
Courtesy Majon'e Chester 

Class iron, 1940s 
Courtesy Alex Shear/ l le  Nostalgia 
Brokers, New York 
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Casco iron, c. 1957 
Courtesy Kate Loye 

Presto, 1960 
Courtesy Vincent Cracchiolo 

Proctor.Silex Lady Light, 1981 
Courtesy Vincent Cracchiolo 

Mrs. American, model introduced 
in zgGo. Courtesy Marshall]ohnson 

The handle took on increasing importance in 
the irons of the 1950s; as a dramatic stage for 
various controls and identifying graphics, the 
handle became almost equal in volume to the 
"skirt" or "shroud." Black phenolic resin has 
been finished in red in the Casco iron s o r r o ~  
LEFT. The 1060 Presto.10~ RIGHT, is made of 
phenolic resin painted pale green: the handle 
has expanded to become the entire skirt of the 
iron. The Presto is also remarkable for its ambi- 
dexterous controls and a cord that juts straight 
out of the back, rather than favoring the right 
side. Proctor-Silex's 1981 Lady Light, B O ~ ~ O M  

RIGHT,  was the first American iron with a skirt 
made of thermoset plastic, a heat-resistant 
material that is colored all the way through.18 
Cordless irons were marketed as early as 1948, 
but continue today to be a frustrating product, 
as the iron must constantly be returned to its 
base for reheating-like the nineteenth-century 
sad iron, which had to be repeatedly returned 
to the stove. 





I 
What can a telephone communicate? 
While a typical phone appears to be a neutral A 

! channel for information, with no message 
of its own, telephones have been a link- 
both symbolic and electric-between the 
gendered worlds of the home and the office. 

If judged by appeaances alone, the telephone might seem to be 
the vev prototype of a value-free, gender-neutral object. A tele- . * . -  
phone aspires to be a passive tool rather than an active author; it is ABOVE tmugefrom a recruitment 
a messenger but not a message. The design ambition behind many ad for AT@Tin American C~rl,  1943. 

telephones is, in fact, to disappear as an object, becoming a trans- The copy explains that the ratio of 
parent frame for the conversation it h0sts.I Yet despite the female to mule employees at Bell was 

seeming neutrality of the telephone, its use in homes and offices 3 to 2. Ayer Collection, Smithsonian 
has shaped and reflected gender differences. Institution. 

Many jobs pegged as "women's work" in the twentieth century 
center on the phone, including secretary, receptionist, customer 
service agent, and telephone operator. In each of these 
occupations, women regulate the flow of information by taking 

nL*-- .-: hear comnlents on the through the ~ g ~ o s ,  visualizes the cheerful sound of the company's 

-,"..--, -. telephone people and we female agents and operators, painting a pretty face on the happy 

- -  I 
are mighty glad to have them. ABOVE Henry ~ r q l f u s s  Associates voice of the phone worker. This smiling voice is an asset in many 

designed telephones and operaton' modem offices, where the secretary who intercepts calls signifies 
For our part, we would like to say a . . hcadsek for AT@ beginning in the an executive's status.' 

the courtesy of those who , 1070s. This skeich bv Drevfuss vokes 

ill 2 9 



I "The dulcet tones of the feminine voice The telephone is not just an object, but an 
1 Approximately go percent of phone operators k$&$&xz,. 

3 rcise a soothing and calming element in a vast system of eleclcal connec- 1 and 75 percent of service representatives were 
tions and human senices. Female switch- 2 women in 1993. Unionization, initiated by the 

effect upon the subduing board operators, senice representatives, and rn I Communications Workers of America in 

irritation and suggesting gentleness of clerical workers have constituted the majority & i 1938, has helped combat the low wages that 

qnpprh 2nd demeanor; thereby avoiding of office-based phone company employees for are typical of femaledominated oc~upations.~ 
over a century. By the early 188os, the occupa- 8 Today, operators and senice representatives 

ulll~cccaa,i~)' friction." tion of switchboard operator was almost 3 I working in unionized companies, including 
The Amricnn Tekphonc]oumal, 1902. exclusively femde. Women were valued not g. NYNEX and AT&T, earn salaries equal to the 
cited in Lana Rakow,"Women and the Telephone." 

only because they worked for lower wages but rn average of all US workers (male and female 
because of their gentle voices, nimble fingers, a. combined), whereas the average wage earned 
and mild tempers. From the 1930s through ' by female employees in general in 1993 was 
the 1950s~ AT&T recruited female employees only 71 cents to the male dollar. These 

I 
through magazines such as American Girl, numbers suggest that while female dominated 
Senior Prom, and T m  Story. Ads showing jobs tend to be low paying, workers and 
dreamy-eyed young women "in love" with managers can cooperate to achieve fair wages. 
their jobs equate long-distance connections I 
with exotic travel, and customer assistance 

el* ru 
with having "two thousand friends." 

I With the introduction of automated switch- 
boards in the early 1q2os. the human aualities . < 

expected of telephone operators began to be 
outwe~ghed by demands for speed and 
effic~ency. The speech of operators tradition- 
ally has been regulated through stnct codes of 
appropriate responses, enforced by super- 

F& msors llstenlng unannounced on operatorsr 
,, l~nes or, mcreasmgly, by electromc momtonng 

. --- 
secretary mediates between the boss and the 

systems that record the duration of calls 
I "The operator must now be made ... phone, promding him with "a general means 

and the time spent between transactions.) a naravnn nf nerfectinn. a kind of human of harmonv land1 an invitahon to h a ~ ~ i n e s s . " ~  





U The handset, in which the g. receiver and transmitter are 
linked by a handle, was 
patented in England in 1877, 

a just one year after the inven- 
tion of telephony. Early 
handsets were problematic, 
however, because the trans- 

5 mitters were sensitive to 
2 movement. While handsets 

remained common in Europe, 
the vast distances crossed by 
U.S. phone lines made 
efficient transmission a 
priority. The handset shown 
in the erotic postcard ABOVE, 

c. 1900, is assembled out 
of several different materials. 
The handle is completely 
straight, but the cone-shaped 
mouthpiece reaches toward 
the speaker.G 

The "candlestick" was the 
principal type of telephone 
used in America between 
1892 and the late 1920s. 
The transmitter is attached 
to a stationary base, while the 
receiver is hand held. 
The height of the candlestick 
brought the transmitter 
closer to the user's mouth. 
The postcard ABOVE, C. 1911, 
suggests that some phone 
users preferred to hold the 
candlestick as well as the 
earpiece in their hands, 
negating the design intention 
behind the fixed base. 

Improvements in transmitter 
design led to the introduction 
of a handset telephone by Bell 
in 1927. It was popularly 
known as the "French phone, 
because U.S. veterans had 
seen similar devices in France I I 

during World War I. Made 
from metal and later plastic. 

I 
1 

the transmitter curves toward 
the user's mouth, as seen in 

I 

the 1932 AT&T advertising 
photo ABOVE. 

Henry Dreyfuss Associates designed the 300 
and 500 Series phones in 1937 and 1949 in 
collaboration with Bell engineers (ABOVE LEFT 

and RIGHT). While the older "French phone has 
a round base and a nanow neck borrowed from 
the candlestick, the Dreyfuss designs have low. 
stocky bodies and rectilinear footprints. 
In the 500 phone, the Dreyfuss team maximized 
the horizontality and continuity of forms; the 
squared section of the handle prevents it from 
turning in the user's palm, as seen in the photo 
TOP, 1966. These rational phones were designed 
as an extension of AT&T's corporate image 
rather than as enticing consumer products.7 

In contrast to the firm's earlier designs for Bell, 
Dreyfuss Associates' Princess phone appealed 
directly to female consumers. Released by 
AT&T in 1959, the Princess was targeted at a 
primarily female public, including teenagers, 
who were a recently discovered market (TOP 

RIGHT). Ads for the new oval-shaped phone 
emphasize its small size and light-up dial.8 
Petite, horizontal, and cast in decorator colors, 
the Princess phone suggests a reclining nude. 
The low profile ofthe Princess 1s developed 
in many subsequent phone designs, including 
Dreyfuss Associates' own 1965 Trimline and 
Eric Chan's 1986 Becker EC phone.9 

The Ericofon at LEFT, designed in 1956 by Ralph 
Lysell, Hugo Blomberg, and Costa Thames for 
the Swedish company Ericsson, was marketed to 
women by AT&T as an example of high-style 
modernism. The dial is built into the base of the 
handset. The verticality of the Ericofon can be 
seen in the one-piece portables of the 1980s. 





The Telephone Way 

I to a Happier Day 
TV,, , * .Y"h .nLedi lhnurda .  ad.. 
<k&,.<n , h . n i r .  Yo" ' . .nnd.bn- t  

% . .br.rul =iu . mu a:,* n,lb. .id PCL rnrd UP u ~ b .  lad u i r ~ h -  r a  Enbr 

I(. a .ur I. dl, rh.urr Ih n~l- w b. 
Fama.  #r e r r  lu sr- br I d - r h .  

While many women were using telephones to 5 \ 

earn a living in offices and telephone exchanges 
by the early twentieth century. at home they f 
were talking on the phone with friends and (D I 
relatives. Phone companies have not always 

have documented.I0 Early phone executives had 
begun their careers in the telegraph industry, g 
whose product was directed primarily at busi- 
nesses. not consumers. Seeing their technology 
as a business-to-business service, phone 
executives dismissed women's talk as "idle 
chatter" that tied up the lines. 

In the 1910s and I ~ Z O S ,  the home phone was 
promoted primarily as a tool for rational I 

"1,'s I"" b p h o n i '  

A PART OF DOOD LIVINO...Y.UI ~olnphon* by Your rid. 
D P L L T E L I P H O H l  S V S T l M  

domestic management-that is, for calling the 
doctor, ordering groceries, or directing the maid, 
but not for leisurely conversation. In the pair 
of 1929 ad illustrations at LETT, a woman and ABOVE LEFI AND RIGHT This pair of A T O  

her servant use an internal line to "carry on the advertising illustrations suggests the differenu between 

household routine efficiently"; the two phones men's and women's domestic leisure. The. man relaxes 

communicate behveen the traditionally without apparent interruption, and his phone is 

feminine realms of the boudoir and kitchen. compared to his faithful dog. The woman takes a break 
from ongoing household chores- vacuum cleaner 

By the late 1920s AT&T marketers realized they l u r k  behind the woman's a m h a i r .  For her, the 
should stimulate rather than denigrate female living room is as much a plau of labor as of leisure. 
phone use. When home subscriptions declined A T O ,  1955 and 1958. 
dramatically during the Depression, Bell actively 
encouaged women to socialize on the phone- BELOW RIGHT A T U s  wall phone, designed i n  195G. 

women have been the principal targets of was promoted as the ideal kitchen c how through the 

domestic phone marketing ever since. Thus 3gGos. The. instrument takes up no counter spau and 

marketers came to recognize women's casual complements wall-hung cabinets. A T O ,  1965. 

phone talk as an economically significant use 
of a technology that was originally intended for 
more "serious" purposes. Women have used 
phones to build personal relationships and to 
break their isolation in the home; female phone 

ABOVE The maid shown in this 1929 kitchen,from an ad conversation serves nurturing functions while 
for AT@T, is using a wall-mountedphone, which would at the same time confirming the belief that these 
be reintroduced as a rotarydial kitchen phone in  1g5G roles "naturally" define women's spheres. 
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O F F I C E  F A  
Most modem clerical occupations, including 
secretary, typist, stenographer, and keypunch 
operator, are dominated by women. The design 
and use of mechanical objects, from telephones 
and typewriters to furniture engineered for 
efficiency and comfort, are central to the gendered 
organization of the modem office. 

Prior to the 188os, clerical work was a male occupation involving 
the writing and filing of letters, invoices, and other documents. 
A clerk was an entry-level employee who could entertain hopes of 
upward movement through a firm. As he advanced, a clerk earned 
a degree of decision-making authority and enjoyed considerable 
variety and personal autonomy within his daily activities. The 
tern secretary, from the same root as secret, had camed cultural 
prestige since the Renaissance, referring to the confidant and 
deputy of a powerful figure.' The feminization of this almost 
exclusively male world occurred with unprecedented speed at the 
dose of the nineteenth century. By 1890, women held Go percent 
of all typing and stenography jobs in the U.S.; by rgoo, their 
share was 77 percent; by rgzo, it was go percent. Rarely has a 
field of employment-especially one invested with social status- 
altered its identity so quickly from male to female.2 

F A C I N G  P A G E  Thejmale  worker 
and her typewriter are positioned 
between the two moments of male 
agency: the birth ofthe idea in the 
mind of the executive, and thejnal 
authorization of his signature. 
In this infirmation triangle, the 
woman and her machine act as a 
technological conduit for male 
thought. Ad for Royal typypewriler, 
1935. Courtesy of Royal Consumer 
Business Products. a division of 
Olivetti Ofice USA. 

ABOVE The turn4the-centuv  ofice 
gave young women rare access- 
however circunrsnibed-to the male 
world ofcommerce. Photofrom a 
brochurefir Remingon typewriters 
and adding machines. Warshaw 
Collection, Smithsonian Institution. 

Several factors contributed to the feminization of office work, 
including the rising demand for clerical employees (owing to the 
explosion of business communications), and the rising supply of 
educated women (owing to the expansion of public schooling 
and mass literacy). In a situation that was ripe for the admittance 
of female employees, the newness of the typewriter served as 
a wedge into the male domain of the office. Because typewriting 
was a job with no established sexual history, female typists were 
not perceived as displacing male clerks. Employers were socially 
discouraged from hiring women to do men's work, which would 
mean taking jobs away from fathers and husbands-whose 
employment was seen as necessary-and giving jobs to lower- 
paid daughters and wives-whose work was understood as 
the luxurious pursuit of "pin money." The keyboard, whose very 
neutrality first made it available to women, soon became a 
defining feature of feminized office work. 



111 1 
/ 

L 

Through its newness as an object, the typewriter enabled 2 I In the 1910s and ~ g z o s ,  the female office worker figured in 
managers to dear the table for the entrance of a new class of 

V) 
popular literature and film as a new social type, an adventurer 

+lO..dlld& clerical workers with highly circumscribed roles to play. Whereas 2 in the urban wddemess-the "flapper" of the 1920s often was a 

I - "  '- .. 
,, c anized office were assigned limited functions as stenographers 

" 
"the real novelty had gone from the working girl, and in any 

I ~ r n , ~ .  
C O ~ W V  (who captured an executive's spoken words in shorthand) and description ofthe office world, she was simply there-as a'.&& typists (who mechanically transcribed such words). The clerk's 

3 o 
irrevocable and uninteresting as the desks and the telephones." 

editorial role diminished as managers split the making of ? Because typing, stenography, and switchboard operating were 

modem faitories, saved the high-cost time and effort of with unemployed husbaids sought work in offices in the rgjos. ofice. 1"troduced in 1893, vertical 
hile a lower-paid crew of clerical workers generated 
le of legible, uniform documents.3 

During World War 11, women occupied male-defined jobs both ' l ing  orpizes malerial to a 

in offices and in factories; although they were forced to surrender given in paperfolder 
that can be easily located, removed, 

ix hk b In addition to accepting low wages, women offered a number of most of the Rosie-the-Riveter factory positions to returning vets , , - .. , .-, 

lack of career ambitions. Prior to the ~ g ~ o s ,  native-born white keeping, which has become increasingly feminized since 1950. J'te5' letter Doxcs' wnh 
store documents in the or6 

TOP ~t the turn of the czntury, the women typically entered the work force for a brief period before I With the accelerating demand for clerical workers in the 1950s 
and 1960s. more married women, older women, and women 

are received. Carlene Stephens and 
term typewriter re/irred not only to marrying; this pattern discouraged them from expecting the same 
the machine but to the typist hersdf: opportunities for advancement and benefits as men of their class. from diverse ethnic and racial backgrounds pursued office jobs; 

Lubar called the 
file the informational analogue 

"Miss Remingtun" was a f i c t i o ~ l  As historian Elyce Rotella has explained, the routinized modem meanwhile, the wages of clerical employees relative to other 
spokesperson for Remington office that emerged in the late nineteenth centuty needed large women workers gradually declined. While in 1890 a female typist the Skyscraper' 7he 

products. Ad, c. 1909. numbers of workers with general skills-transferable to any earned 1.8 times as much as a female factory worker, this gap 
AeOvEs '923' pictures 

BOTTOM The similarity between the business-rather than specific skills acquired in relation to a diminished between 1900 and 1930, as wages evened out across 
a dramaticcityscape lhrough the 

piano and the typpewn'ter was used given company. The generically qualified typist or stenographer feminized occupations in teaching, manufacturing, and retail. 
window' The 

by manufaaurm and employers could be trained in a high school business course or commercial Since World War 11, routine clerical positions have paid much Jarnestownfiling cabinets 

less than factory jobs. 
1966, compares a secretary with 

to suggcst that women's agility and school; the firm that hired her, having invested minimally in 

sonian Institution. their work. . " .  
I has been seen as a more appropriate setting than the factory or 

store for middle-class women; it can serve, in fact, to endow its 

I! I ?to clerical positions posed a occupants with a middle-class status. The design of business 

I 
machines and their environments has shaped and expressed the 

d y  was the office a male space, social meaning of office work. Design has helped articulate 
I but also that all sorts of urban settings-elevators, street cars, restaurants, boarding- the differences between emvlovees o c c u ~ v i n ~  various levels of 



In 1868 Christopher Latham 
Sholes, Carlos Glidden, and 
Samuel Soule registered the 
first of a series of patents that 
would result in a commercially 
viable typewriter three years 
later. Remington, a gun manu- 
facturer, mass-produced 
typewriters from 1874 onward; 
sales exploded in the 188os, as 
typewriters-and female 
typists-became accepted 
office inhabitants.() Most early 
typewriters had an overtly 
technological character, as 
seen in the open architecture 
of the 1882 Caligraph and 
the 1907 Remington machines 
ABOVE (Warshaw Collection, 
Smithsonian institution). 

The Noiseless, TOP CENTER, 
was introduced in 1917 after 
more than a decade of develop- 
ment; it was engineered to 
operate by pressure rather 
than by hammering; a sweep- 
ing facade conceals the bank of 
keys (Warshaw Collection). 
The 1935 Royal shown BOTTOM 

CENTER is part of a series of 
standard models initiated in 
1923; with each update, the 
company covered more of the 
machine's working parts 
inside a metal shell. While the 
enclosure is nearly complete in 
the model shown here, glazed 
windows in the sides of the 
machine expose its inner 
workings. 

"It would be difficult to imagine the office without type- 
writers, telephones, and filing cabinets .... They have 
been central to the definition of what a secretary is, and 
to the construction of the boss/secretary relationship." 
Rosemary Pringle, Saretar i rs  Talk. 1988. 

In the 1930s and 19405, 
designers enhanced the engi- 
neered rationality of the 
typewriter with streamlined 
styling, as seen in the Under- 
woods ABOVE RIGHT, 1940 and 
1947. The company promoted 
the machine TOP RIGHT as 
"styled in the modern trend" 
with a "completely sealed back" 
(Warshaw CoUection). 

ABOVE During World W a r  11, 
Durez Plasticsproposed this 
experimental design by  Dave 
Chupmnn as the answer ta the 
question of "How thefuture will look 
to your secretary,"predicting the 
rising use of molded plastic, 
horizontal styling, and electric power 
in typewntcrs. 

AA, TOP LEFT, was marketed 
from 1946 through the 

late 1950s. In the 1959 machine at LEFT, designed by Eliot Noyes, a 
graphically framed keyboard is cut into a low, continuous body. 
Noyes described his 1961 Selectric. TOP RIGHT, as a design that 
expresses the disappearance of the movable carriage, made possible 
by the "golfball" element: 'The shape which evolved is ... like that 
of a large, smooth stone, with scooped out areas for the keyboard and 
platen."7 IBM's design philosophy helped define the office as a 
humane, middle-class place with its own visual language. 

"She [the secretary] likes 
the sculptured beauty of the 
Electress. Its quietness, 
its colors, the crispness of 
the work it turns out, 
and its size: full-sized, but 
not bulky." 
Royal brochure, c. rgGz 

Beginning in the early 195os, Royal advertised electric typewriters 
whose forms and colors were designed to minimize the industrial 
associations of the office and to appeal to female clerical workers, as 
seen in the 1956 pink machine B O ~ O M  LEFT. Royal compared its 
smooth, enclosed typewriter to contemporary fashion in the 1951 ad 
BELOW RIGHT, juxtaposing a woman in a 'New Look" suit with a 
smartly designed machine.8 The angular Royal ABOVE LEFT, C. 1961, 
and the biomorphic Electress ABOVE RIGHT. 1962, represent two 
extremes in high-style typewriter design. The 
word-processing terminals of the 1970s emulated 
the model of the typewriter as a continuous object 
by treating the keyboard and video screen as a 
single organism. In the late 1970s. the keyboard 
split off from the video screen, becoming a distinct 
unit within a dispersed system of devices. 





ABOVE In the sun-filled atrium at In the period when women began entering clerical occupations, 
the miter of Frank Lloyd Wrighti the physical nature of offices was changing. W i l e  the traditional ' 1906 Larkin Building. a row of office had been a loose amalgam of domestic and commercial ! 2. jemale clerks isjlanked by male idioms, the introduction of machines and the division of clerical 

$ executives. The clerks'chirs are work into discrete tasks linked the office to the modem factory. 
5' attached to their desks. The majority The scientific management movement in the early twentieth 

of the Larkin Building's clerical century made explicit the link between the office and the factory. 1 
workers werejemale. Courtesy The management theorist Frederick W. Taylor had sought to 

3 Bufalo and Erie County Histprical maximize the efficiency of factory workers by rationalizing the 
I 

Society. production process into a series of repeatable steps. Taylor's ideas 
1 

were applied to the office in the ~ g r o s  and rgzos, by efficiency i 
experts who sought to rationalize bureaucratic procedures.'2 

nErow In contrast to the Larkin Frank Lloyd Wright's larkin Building, which opened in rgoG, 
Building'i clericalfurniture, the became a textbook model for the scientific office.'3 The larkin 
chairsjor executives glide on castors. Soap Company, a mail-order business, employed over a thousand 
Thefurniture was designed by female clerical workers to process the huge volume of paper 
Wright and manufactured by flowing in and out of its headquarters. From inspirational texts 
VUII Dorn Iron Works. Courtesy painted on the walls to furniture that restricted the workers' 
Metropolitan Museum ofArt. movements, Wright's design program sought to promote the 

moral virtue and physical productivity of its inhabitants. TO com- 
plement the building's advanced communications equipment- 
telephones, typewriters, graphophones, and built-in filing 

I 
I 

cabinets-Wright designed desks and chairs that emulate the 
formal language of the machine. The seats of his clerical furniture 
are attached to massive metal desks on cantilevered arms; by I 

limiting the user's mobility, the design aimed to heighten her 
efficiency. In contrast to the larkin Building's clerical seating, 
the chairs designed for executives rest on wheels that encourage 
motion. Plain metal construction became standard issue for 
secretarial desks in the early twentieth century, while executive 
offices employed more Iwcurious domestic styles and materials. i 

RIGHT Donald Deskey Associates 
&&a family of ogicefuntishings for 
Globe-Wernicke, c. 1954. This time- 
motion photo,from the cover of a trnde 
catalogue, draws on the vocabulary of 
wientific management studies to promote 
the egicienq of the L-shaped desk. 
Deskey Archive, Cooper-Hewilt, 
National Museum of Design. 

In the decades following World War 11, some managers and 
designers sought toerase the visual link between factories and 
offices in favor of a corporate design idiom that promotes physical 
and psychological comfort and emphasizes the unified image of 
an institution over the relative status of its employees. George 
Nelson's Executive Office Group of 1948, manufactured by 
Herman Miller Inc., is a system of desks and storage units 
designed to accommodate the work needs of office employees at 
every level-the choice of chair and the presence of a typewriter 
might be the mark of difference between a secretarial work sta- 
tion and an executive suite.'4 Several modular office systems were 
available in the early 1950s. which included visually coordinated 
desks as well as room dividers for articulating vast clerical 
"bullpens" into semi-private spaces. This new approach was moti- 

ABOVE Receptionist's deskfrom George vated in part by the need to raise the morale of female clerical 
Nelson's Executive Ogice Group. workers in the burgeoning corporate offices of the 1950s The 
This 1957 ad presents the desk with office was reconceived as a comfortable place whose high-status 
a "cheerful choir" by Charles E a w s .  environment could help compensate for the low wages character- 
Courtesy Herman Miller Archives. istic of female-dominated occupations.'~ 

"The office that designers are now asked to contrive ... is expected to be a civilized 
environment-more civilized, indeed, than many of its occupants enjoy in their own 
homes .... The office is called upon to be both an outpost and a refuge, where effort 
and relaxation need not be in conflict." 
Eric Larrabec. ?he Cult o f  Work," 1954. 

"It would not be surprising to discover that a 
major cause of alienation from the work place is 
the place itself." R o a r t  Propst. 'Process Aesthetic," 1974. 



LEFT This adfor 
Cosw shows that 
bl thyfumiture 
was still wnsiderui 
a privikge, not a 
right, in 1gG2. 
BELOW The Cosw 
line includes a 
throne-like exemtiwe 
chair and a small- 
backed, armless 
s~retarial chair. 

wooden swivel 

Unlike the typewriter, the dictaphone was designed and marketed 
for use by executives. Advocates of scientific management 
promoted dictaphones as a way to further atomize the production 
of business communications-because a manager speaking into 
a recording device is not using the s e ~ c e s  of a stenographer, 
she can spend more time typing. Many ads have pictured the 
dictaphone as a mechanical substitute for the worker. Despite the 
push, however, by efficiency experts to replace multi-functional 
secretaries with dictaphones and typing pools, executives often 
have resisted relinquishing their personal assistants, who are a 
sign of status as we1 as a source of consistent, customized help. 
Likewise, executive secretaries pride themselves on the 
specialized knowledge and range of skills involved in working 
with one "boss." Much of the craft and pleasure of office work 
lies in human interaction. 

Your Secretary 
i s  two 
people 

ABOVE This dictaphone ad claims to 
double the body ofthe secretary. 
Audophone, 1952. 

chair in  the early twentieth century. 
BELOW LEFT The adjustable wooden swivel chair was invented in  1853; shown here The 1957 film The Desk Set, staning Katherine 
is a typical examplefrom the 18gos, with different sizesfor different workers. Warshaw Hepburn and Spencer Tracy, chronicles 
Collection, Smithsonian Institution. the struggle between an office manager and 
BELOW RIGHT Modem ojicef imiture o f i n  reflects assumptions about the physical an efficiency expert who hopes to replace 
differences between men (regal and massive) and women (cuny and diminutive), Hepburn's all-female staff with a computer 
as seen i n  thisfamily ofoffrce chairs. Art Metal, 1gG7. named Emiac (LEFT). The film, which ends with 

the self-destmction of the machine, reflects 
women's well-founded fears about the techno- 

'Smallness is what feminism strives Two handsome chairs. logical obsolescence of their jobs." Although 
against, the smallness that women They'll become the backbone female-dominated clerical occupations such as 

confront everywhere ... women's spaces of your company. data entry and switchboard operating tend to 

are smaller than those of men, often be low-paying, they are crucial to the economic 
survival of many women. 

inadequate, without privacy. Furniture 
designers distinguish between a man's LEFT Ofice automation has been 

promoted to businesses as a means 
and a woman's chair, because women to transfer spen'alizui knowledge 
don't spread out like men ...." from the mind of the worker to the 
Sallie Tisdale, "The Weight that Women Carry," 1993. apparatus ofthe company. This 

1967 ad for an accounting system 
showspregnant "Alice" hv ing  
work ajler her baby shower, taking 
valuable information with her; 
the ad reinforces the myth ofthe 
transientfemale ofice worker. 
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Beginning in 1944, editor Helen 
Valentine, art director Cipe Pineles. 
and promotion director Estelle Ellis 
built C h a m  into the first magazine 
directed at working women. Previously, 
the same team had helped invent 
the teenage market at Seventeen. 
The ads here are from a direct mail 
campaign created by Ellis and designer 
Helen Federico, which aimed to 
convince advertisers that working 
women are a vital market force. 
Federico's modernist collages and 
photograms represent not workers, 
but a world of objects. In 1951 Ellis 
commissioned one of the first market 
surveys of working women, which 
charts the earnings spent by women in 
shoes, stockings, cosmetics and other 
high-status items worn in the office. '7 

with two paychecks 

h. ,WM.t&rxu.bdLc.* . *~.  . u n . l l o l d n a  

re r.m m. Po&,.,, w -u, h Charm 
Y* l u l . 2 . n  lix mn-b - . r .  *'4&lm," h-la 

More is bought by the 
00 lunch hour 

Among the challenges facing designers and workers in offices 
today is to begin resolving the conflict between the home and 
places of employment. The current crises in chiid care and health 
care suggest the need to extend the values of nurturing- 
associated with women and the domestic sphere-to offices and 
other spaces where people work for money. Both men and women 
would benefit from achieving widespread recognition of the social 
and economic value of the labor performed at home, and estab- 
lishing the work site as a legitimate place for the continuation of 
care-giving responsibilities. . 
The rise of "telecommuting" in the last decade, made possible b y l ,  
the proliferation of personal computers, fax machines, and I 

electronic networks, is one phenomenon that is challenging the ; 
boundaries between home and 0ffice.1~ The implications are 
especially important for women, for whom the conflict between 
home and work has weighed heaviest. The emerging "electronic i 
cottage" holds potential dangers as well as advantages for workers,' 
threatening a return to exploitative, unregulated piecework. 
The merging of home and office technologies also threatens to 
enable the workday to expand indefinitely, as workers and work 
become constantly available. Despite its drawbacks, however, 
working at home has economic, ecological, and personal benefits ': 
that have made it a growing business trend, and an important 
target for design thinking. - . ,  

LEFT This photofTom at: article in 
Saturday Evening Post, 1961, nbout 
the scarcity ofgood secretnries 
fentures the smrtlingpresence of n 
baby i n n  corporate ofice. n : e  
captio~r explnins that the secretary 
is caring for her boss's baby while 
his wife visits n donor. 

"The home, workplace, market, public arena, 
the body itself-all can be dispersed and interfaced 
in nearly infinite, polyrnorphous ways, with large 
consequences for women and others ....'I 
Donna Haraway, "A Cyborg Manifesto," 1991. 

ABOVE Today, fnr mnchiner are 
dcsigned as domestic appliances, as 
npproprinre to the kitchen counter 
ns n toaster or a blender. Courtesy 
M u r n k ,  1992. 
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C H R O N O L O G Y :  W O M E N ,  W O R K ,  A N D  T E C H N O L O G Y  

1805, first U.S patent for a washing machine is filed. 
but industry does not develop until I85os (Hardyment, 56). 

1844, the telegraphis inhoduced, enabling the instant 
hansmission of written information (Yates, 22). 

1868, Christopher Latham Sholes, Carlos Glidden. and 
Samuel Soule begin patenting the first commercially viable 
typewriter (Yates, 39). 

1869, a vertical.axis, gyralor-type washing machine is 
developed for commercial use. I t  is the basis of the 
washing machines of the 1930s (Giedion, 551-52). 

1870s. electric light becomes a major competitor of gas 
light (Sparke. 37). 

1870. Mary Florence Pons patents a flat iron with a 
detachable handle (Hardyment, Gg). 

Harris, 123-24). 
1881, patent is granted to H. W. Seely of New Jersey 

for an electric ('carbon arc") iron: it is not a commercial 
success (Hardyment. 73). 

By 1887, the "Graphophone" is marketed as a machine 
for recording dictation, employing the technology of 
Edison's phonograph (Yates, 44-45). 

In 1890, more than 9 0  percent of women over 30 
are married; the vast majority are outside of the paid labor 
force. in  1890, the census counts only 3.3 percent of 
married women as wage.earners; by 1910, this figure has 
nearly tdpled to 9 percent (Kessler.Harris. 122). 

In 1890, only 35.3 percent offemale wage-earners are 
native.born children of native-born parents; by 1910, the 

1870. 52 percent ofthe femd; work force 1s employed percent is nearly 44. The more afflienl enter the 
In the cateaow "domes~lc and personal semce-, thts fieure ~rofessions, while me less affluent enter clerical work 
declines to-zo'percent by 1910: During this period of - 
gcncrol decline in the percentage ofwomen employed in 
domestic service, the percentage of womn ofcolor 
increases: for African-American women, the percentage is 
46 percent in 1920,35 percent in 1930. and Go percent in 
1940 (Palmer, 12). 

Between 1870 and 1910, it becomes common for 
middle.dass families to send their laundry out to 
commerdal establjshments. In each decade of this 40-year 
span, the number ofwomen employed in commercial 
laundries rises between 50 and roo percent, exceeding by 
far the population growth (Kessler-Harris. 112). 

1876. Alexander Graham Bell invents the telephone. 
Western Union hires Thomas Edison in 1877 to improve 
Bell's invention. Western Union sells the patent rights 
in 1879 to the Na t i od  Bell Company, which becomes 
American Telephone and Telegraph in I885 (Chandler). 

1877, the 'box teiephone" is the first American 
subscriber's telephone, followed by the desk stand of 1879 
and the wall telephone of 1882. Between I891 and 1914, a 
succession of desk stands or "candlestick" phones are 
introduced (Wallance, 34). 

1877-78, the telephone exchange is invented, allowing 
caUs to be routed from one phone to any other phone in 
the system (Yates. 21). 

Between 1881 and 1884, nearly 18.ooo typewriters are 
sold in the U. S.; only 4.000 had been sold between I874 
and I878 (Yates. 41). 

After the l88os. more and more women will begin 
working for wages, reflecting the shift from an economy 
based on home production to one based on consumption, 
and lhus an economy of cash (Kessler-Harris. 109). 

In 1880.73.3 percent of black single women and 35.4 
,percent of black mamed women in 7 southern cities 
work for wages; only 23.8 percent of single women and 
7.3 percent of married women work for wages (Kessler- 

(Kessler-Hams. 119). 
1892, R. G. Brown creates a portable telephone 

handset, combining earpiece, handle, and mouthpiece in a 
single unit, for use at the central telephone exchange in 
New York. In Paris a lighter-weight handset is designed for 
the female operators; it becomes a component of 
r~bscr ibers '~hones  as well. The handset is not mcorp- 
oratrd Into subscriber ohones In the U. S unhl 1917 
(Wallance, 33). I 

By 1901 there are 37,000 female telephone operators 
in the U.S., as compared to 2.500 male (Benet, 37). 

1901.8 percent of U. 5. homes have electricity 
provided from power stations; by 1948, the figure is 78 I 

percent (Hardyment. 28). 
1904, Hotpoint inhoduces the fust commercially 

produced electric irons in the U. S. (Hardyment. 73). 
1908, the invention of the small electric motor by 1 

A. J. Fisher enables the production of effective domestic 1 
washing machines and other appbances. Initially, the 
motors are sold as units separate from the appljances 
themselves (Hardyment. Gg). I 

1909. Leo Baekeland invents the substance 'Bakelite." 
General Electdc uses it for a conhol h o b  on an iron in the 
late 1910s; it soon becomes popular for handles, replacing 
wood, and then for the "bodies" of telephones, cameras, 
and other objects (Sparke, 42). 

Between 1910 and 1910. the number ofdomestic I 
servants drops from 1.8~1.0oo to 1.411,000, while the 
number ofhouseholds risa from 20.3 million to 24.4 

I 

million (Weisman, 92). 1 
1911, the American Beauty electric iron is introduced. ! 

the first to be directed at the domestic market (Sparke, 87). 
By 1913, General Electric is marketing irons, toasters. 1 

and an electric range for the consumer market; sales do not 
become signficant until the 1910s (Sparke, 27). 

1918, 24.1 percent of U. S. households are wired for 
I 

electdcity; in 1925.53.2 percent of U.S. homes are wired 
(Cowan. 197G. 159). 

Between 1921 and 1929. the output of the home 
appliance industry triples in value (Sparke, 27). 

1926. 900.000 washing machines are sold at an 
average price of 150 dollars: in 1935.1.4 million are sold 
for Go dollars (Hardyment. Gg). 

1927, the ane.piece handset made of phenolic plastic 
becomes a feature of subscriber phones in the U. S. 
IWallance, 14). 

1927. Maytag sells 11s mllllonth washer (Sparke. 82). 
1927. Amencans spend SGG7 mlll~on on household 

appliances, a l oo  percent inuease over the I909 
expenditure of $145 million (Cowan. 1976,159). 

1927, inspired by economic recession. Henry Ford 
adopts General Motors's policy of designing new car 
models each year. By the end of the 19101, stylistic 
obsolescence is commonplace, and is further encouraged 
by the Depression in the 1930s (Sparke. 48). 

1919, Bell Labs commissions five 'artists" to submit 
proposals for new telephone designs, focusing on 
appearance. Among them is Henry DreyFuss, who had just 
opened an industrial design ofice. The collaboration 
results in the goo Series of I937 (Wahnce. 3936). 

By 1929.11 manufacturers control 85 percent of the 
home appliance industry in the U. S. (Sparke. 27). 

In 1930.4.5 million people are counted as unem- 
ployed: the number rises to 8 million in 193 1 ,  and rg 
d o n  in 1932-a quarter of the workforce. Women are 
now encouraged to seek employment, often to support 
unemployed men. Because female labor is cheaper, it is 
easier for women to get jobs (Kessler-Harris, 250-51). 

1937, a study by Fortune magazine reports that '70 
percent of the riih, 42 percent ofthe upper middle dass. 
I r  percent of the lower middle dass, and G percent of the . . 
poor" daim to hire some domestic help (Palmer, 9) 

In 1940, one out of every fi,e work~ng women--nvo 
m~lllon In all-1s a servant. Half of these are b:ack or 
Hispanic. Servants are among the lowest paid of female 
workers (Kessler.Harris, 270). 

1942, Pearl Harbor brings home the fact that women 
will be needed for war production. Some industries even 
provide them with transportation, day care, banking 
facilities, and other conveniences. "Rosie the Riveter" 
becomes a popular radio tune (Kessler-Harris, 275-76). 

1945 onward, General Electric, Westinghouse, 
Frigidaire, Sunbeam, Maytag, and Hoover are household 
words in  the U. S. (Sparke, lo). 

Between I946 and 1960, AT&Ts workforce shiftr 
toward male employment: from Gg.5 percent female in 
1946 to 57.9 percent female in 1960. The shift reflects a 
deaease in the lower-sldlled jobs (female) and an increase 

in skilled jobs (male). Technology eliminates clerical and 
operating jobs, while during the same period jobs increase 
in management, sales, plant aafts, and business jobs. 
Between I958 and 1964.80.000 AT&T jobs are eliminated; 
most of them had been held by women (Hacker, 544). 

1950, the l oo  Series phone, designed by Hemy 
Dreyfuss, is inhoduced; development had begun in 1946; 
design was completed in 1949 (Wallance, 32). 

After 1950, a secretary is at least as likely to be married 
as single, and her average age rises, despite the myth of the 
sexy, single, young seaetary (Einet. 580). 

In 1950, women constitute 29 percentofthe work 
force; 35 percent in 1965; 4 0  percent in 1975-a percentage 
inuease equal to that of the entire Go-year period prior to 
1950. A third of all women work for wages in 1950, but 
only half of them work full.time. By 1975. more than 70 
percent of employed women hold full.time jobs. Most of 
this growth occurs in the clerical and service sectors 
(Kessler.Hanis, 301). 

In 1950.~1.G percent ofwives work for wages; in 1960. 
30.5 percent do. The rise of two.income families during the 
1950s is linked to consumerism: "Homes and cars, refriger 
ators and washing machines, telephones and multiple 
televisions required higher incomes" (Kessler-Harris, 302) 

In 1950, Gz percent of U. S. households have tele- 
phones: 78 percent in 1960; 9 0  percent in 1970: and 
93 percent in 1980 (Fischer, 259). 

1959, AT&T inwoduces the Princess phone in selected 
markets, described by indushy historian john Brooks as 
'ljght and stylishly feminine in design" (Brooks, 2GG). 

1959. AT&T begins developing its electronic switching 
system (ESS). The first commercial computerized 
telephone exchange is installed in I965 (Brooks. 278-79). 

By 1960. nearly 80 percent ofwage-earning women 
work in female-identified occupations, including steno- 
graphy, typing, nursing, teaching, social work, and health 
care. By 1960. the median annual income of women is Go 
percent that of men, a fact that reflects their 'inueasing 
occupational segregation." The median drops to 58 percent 
in the mid 1960s (Kessler-Harris, 303-11). 

Between I960 and 1988, employment in the "senice- 
producing sector' rises 138 percent. Women workers 
account for more than 75 percent of the inuease. In 1960. 
less than 20 percent of senice-sector employees were 
women; in 1990, the percent is more than half These 
occupations indude domestic senice, protective service. 
teaching, waihessing, nursing, and the wholesale and 
retail hades (Rier, 330-31). 

1961, AT&T introduces Cenhex senicc to businesses. 
'enabling a large ofice to maintain its automatic switching 
exchange and internal numbers to he dialed directJy" 
(Brooks. zGG). 



1964, the Civil Rights Act is passed, forbidding female-male earnings ratio is thus accountable, in part, to 
discrimination on grounds ofreligion, race, and ethnicity the drop in male earnings. The one area in which men's 
as well as sex (Kessler.Hams. 314). earnings rose appreciably during the 1980s was in 

1960% appliance design becomes dominated by the managerial/professional occupations (Ries. 363). 
"white cube" aesthetic, from stoves to washers and dryers 1985.70 percent of U. S. households have washing 
(Sparke 24). The mbe aesthetic is inspired not so much machines, as compared to 73.5 percent in 1960.66 percent 
by changed marketing demands as by the 'high-minded of households have clec'uic dryers in 1985, as compared to 
design ideals" of modernism. Black and white "boxes" are 17.3 percent in 1960.99.9 percent ofhouseholds have 
ubiquitous by the early 1970s (Sparke. 55). refrigerators in 1985, as compared to 93.4 percent in 1960 

1965. AT&T introduces the Trimline. designed by (Major Appliance Industry Facts Book). 
Henry Dreyfuss (Brooks. 266). 1988. 99.1 percent of all secretaries are women, as 

In 1965, only 27 percent ofAT&Tsubscribers were on compared to 97.8 percent in I970 (g to 5). 
party lines; the percentage had been 4 0  in 1960 and 75 in I 990.56 percent of all American women are married 
1950 (Brook;, 267). and live with their spouses. For white women, the percent 

1 9 6 ~ b 6 ,  a national survey finds that working women .is 59; for black women, 33.6: and for Hispanic women, 
average 3 hours of housework each day, while men average 54.8 One out of four children in the U. S. lives with one 
17 minutes; women spend s o  minutes a day exclusively parent only: 55 percent ofblack children live with one 
with their children, while men spend 12 minutes. Working parent (Ries, 244-47). 
fathers spend one hour more than their wives watching 1990.57.5 percent ofall American women are in the 
television, and sleep llalfan hour longer (Hochschild, 3). l a b r  force, as compared to 76.1 percent of men. While 

In 197 1, the EEOC investigates sex and race women's labor force participation has risen dramatically 
discrimination at AT&T, then the largest private employer since 1950, men's participation has slowly dropped, due 
in the U. S. In 1972 the government requires AT&T to primarily to deindus~alization. Married women are 
institute affirmative action plans. opening management almost as likely to be employed as single women: more 
programs and plant jobs to women and minorities. than half ofall married women with children under six 
During this period, atlirmative action put 16,300 men in are in the work force (Ries, 306). 
traditionally female jobs, while only 9 4 0 0  women were 1990, fourout of five clerical workers are women; 
placed in tsaditionally male jobs. Between I972 and 1975, around 42 percent oftheir supenisom are men, as 
36.000 AT&T jobs are eliminated, most of them for cambared to 29 percent in 1979. In I990,gz.r percent of 
operators, lower level clericals, and lower lwel managers. all bookkeepers and auditing and data entry clerks are 
These jobs are held primarily by women (Hacker). women, as compared.to 80.8 percent in I970 (g to 5). 

1974, the Ford Administration files suit against AT&T 1991. almost 6 6  percent of mamed women are 
to break up the Bell monopoly. Divestiture becomes working or looking for work. as compared to 4 6  percent in 
effective in 1984, at which point people begin owning. 1973. Between 1989 and 1991, the median hourly wage for 
rather than leasing, their phones (Fischer. 258). women dropped 4 peccent, adjusted for inflation (9 to 5). 

In 1978. almost half of all female-headed households 1991. AT&T introduces the Videophone. Two new 
in the U.S. are below the poverty line. compared to 5 phones are promised for release in 1993: the Smart Phone. 
percent of male-headed households. In 1980.73 percent of equipped with a touch screen for accessing banking and 
American households in public housing are headed by other senices, and the Personal Communicator, a wireless 
women; by the late 1980s, the percentage is more than g o  phone that can recognize handwriting and send and 
percent (Weisman. 105-6). receive faxes and e-mail (Ramirez). 

In 1980.32 percent ofwhite women are employed as 1000, anestimated 6 6  million women are expected to 
derical workers, while only 25 percent of black women are be working in the U. S.. accounting for at least 3 out of 5 
so employed. The numbers for Asian and Hispanic new workers in the next decade (g to 5). 
females fall somewhere in between. While women as a 
whole are over-represented in derical work. minorities 
generally are not (Hunt, so). 

Between 1980 and 1990, women's earnings increased 
from 6 4  cents per male dollar to 72 cents per male dollar. 
Between 1983 and 1990, men's earnings declined during 
this period in 6 out of 8 occupational categories, while 
women's earnings went up slightly. The narrowing of the 
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